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Since such extensions do not exist in general, conditions must be placed on g in order to guarantee the existence of a measure which is an extension of g.
A condition frequently assumed for this purpose is that g can be approximated from below on every countable family of sets in its domain by a family of sets ^ with properties very similar to those of compact sets. Specifically, *% is assumed to be such that for C l9 C 2 ,. . . e#, flLiQ=^ iff for some n, flLiQ=^ (Marczewski [3] ).
In order to obtain inverse limit measures one then places on the inverse system restrictions which will guarantee that the generating set function satisfies the above conditions.
In this paper we show that approximation of g by families of sets satisfying a weaker condition (descending property) than Marczewski's is sufficient to guarantee extension to a measure.
We then apply the result to inverse systems of measures and show that inverse limit measures exist for systems which satisfy conditions other than those required by previous workers. Similarly, by recursion on n choose disjoint families Thus
The following example shows that if a family with the descending property is extended so as to be closed under finite unions or intersections the resulting family may not have the descending property. Clearly, if for each i e I, < e i is an inner family for ^ on ^ and ^ has the descending property then Rect(#) has the descending property and is an inner family for Rect(e^) whenever the measures /^ are cr-finite. Hence by Theorem 1.2 g could be extended to a measure, i.e., an indirect product measure would exist. 
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If (X,f I) satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) above we will say (X,f /) is an inverse system of spaces. The inverse limit set of such a system is L = \x e J| Xi'.fifaj) = Xi for all i, j el 9 i < j\.
For (X 9 f 9 [A 9 1) an inverse system of measure spaces, v is an inverse limit measure iff v is a measure on a or-field Jt of subsets of L and for all ieI 9 M e Jl i , TTJ 1 [M] O L e ~# and ^(^[M] n L)=^(A/) (where again 77^ represents projection onto the z' th coordinate).
To obtain our result on existence of inverse limit measures we first establish a set theoretic property on a special class of inverse systems.
A Proof. Let C l5 C 2 ,... be a descending sequence of non-empty elements of fé\ Let, for each n, C n =iri It is easily seen (cf. [1] , [5] ) that the above definitions and conditions imply that 0S is a ring and that g is finitely additive on 3& 9 hence an inverse limit measure exists iff g is countably subadditive on 3$.
THEOREM.
Let {X 9 f 9 [x 9 I) be an inverse system of measure spaces which satisfies sequential maximality such that for each i e I there exists a compact family ^^J^i which is an inner family for ix i on *£ i9 and for /<JG/,/^[C] G Q whenever C G Q. Then (X 9 f pi 9 I) has an inverse limit measure.
Proof. In view of the above we have only to show that g is countably subadditive on SS.
Let Note that previously obtained existence theorems along similar lines require either special properties of inverse images of points ( [1] , [5] ) or stronger conditions on the measures of the system ( [2] ).
